
How to Give AwAy FRee StuFF And 
MAke Money in tHe PRoceSS event

Hate it or love it, the magic of FREE 
stuff appeals to everyone.  
 
whether you are a consumer or a government 
department, the smallest home based business or a 
multinational corporation, a FRee offers work over and 
over again. Some cynics are able to pretend to resist 
by asking “what is the catch?”, but if there is a good 
explanation, even cynics are open to the opportunity.

Personally, just like you, i prefer to be paid for what 

we do. Just like you, i do not like discounting or 
giving away our products and services. when it 
comes to someone else’s, just like you, i like free, 
discounted and special offers. 
 
Amazing! we all like to be paid in full for what we do, 
and yet prefer to get everything for free or as cheap 
as possible. every time i spot this (happens often!) i 
wonder how an economy can survive if everyone is 
focused on selling high and buying...sorry, getting 
everything free. 

InsIder TIp

By Assia Salikhova



Are you ready to know 
what the solution is? 
Well ... you are about to 
discover and experience 
it for yourself. I’ll give you 
a hint, just two words 
to help you uncover this 
wonderful universal 
solution for yourself: 
added value.

 
Fortunately for you and me 
and everyone else - there is 
a solution. there is a solution 
which is beneficial for everyone, 
is completely ethical, involves 
no mysterious games and has a 
positive impact on the economy 
by creating more sales, cash flow 
and new jobs.

Are you ready to know what the 
solution is? well ... you are about 
to discover and experience it for 
yourself. i’ll give you a hint, just 
two words to help you uncover 
this wonderful universal solution 
for yourself: added value. 
 
every business has something 
that costs little, has a high margin 
and can add extra value. while we 
are all familiar with the “would 
you like fries with that?”, are we 
offering fries to our customers? 
And it may not even be an object; 
it could be extra service or extra 
information. 

consultants, suppliers of large 
items, and many others often 
complain: “we don’t have 
anything small like fries and 
we can’t (don’t want to) give 
anything away. “ 

imagine if offering extra value 
can help you close the deal. 
would you then reconsider? in 

fact, there is no question about 
it – offering extra value definitely 
helps you close a deal. All you 
need to do is look around – every 
single company has something to 
offer. All you have to do is find it, 
‘package’ it with words and make 
a big deal out of it.

Here are three questions you can 
ask to find this magical free item 
in your business:

1. is there an item you 
already have, which is 
easy to reproduce (much 
like fries)? For example 
you may have electronic 
books or products, or 
a product with a high 
margin that you can 
easily get in bulk. it may 
be a promotional product 
related to your business.

2. is there relevant valuable 
knowledge on-line or 
off-line you can share? 
For example if you run 
seminars you can offer all 
past participants to come 
again at no cost.

3. can you produce 
vouchers for your store? 
or even negotiate 
vouchers to some other 
place, which can offset 
the cost of vouchers as 
their marketing cost … 
that leads to another 
fascinating strategy, which 
deserves a whole new 
article.

if you’ve got the idea – now is the 
time to use it for the benefit of 
your business.

And if you don’t – it never hurts to 
ask for help.
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